Identification and characterization of a novel cytoplasm protein ICF45 that is involved in cell cycle regulation.
A novel cytoplasm protein, interphase cytoplasm foci protein 45 kDa (ICF45), was identified by screening the cDNA expression library for HeLa cells with serum from an autoimmune patient. The complete cDNA sequence of ICF45 was determined to be 1.32 kb and to encode 298 amino acids with an apparent molecular mass of 45 kDa. The ICF45 transcripts were detected in different tissues and were relatively rich in human liver and lung tissues but scarce in brain tissue. Immunofluorescence with anti-ICF45-specific antibodies demonstrated that ICF45 is strongly expressed in interphase and cannot be seen in mitosis. The subcellular localization of ICF45 and fusion proteins GFP-ICF45, ICF45-GFP, and HA-ICF45 showed ICF45 centralized into 1-2 dots in the cytoplasm and always near the nuclear membrane. The staining foci of ICF45 appeared to be slightly larger than centrosomes and in some cases were found to colocalize with centrosomes. After effectively silencing the ICF45 by RNAi, the growth and proliferation of the cells were significantly inhibited, and p53 was detected to be up-regulated. The silencing of ICF45 also resulted in an appearance of polycentrosome and multinuclear cells, which finally went to apoptosis. Our results suggest that ICF45 is a highly conserved novel protein, which is expressed in a cell cycle-dependent manner and seemed to be involved in cell cycle progression and cell proliferation.